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Abstract: - Cloud computing resources are utilized in forms of different virtual machines that provide large-

scale computation for complicated tasks. The allocation process of virtual machines on physical machines is a 

critical portion of cloud computing trends. Efficient allocation of the virtual machines on available physical 

servers is necessary to exploit the high-performance resource utilization and improving power efficiency. In this 

paper, virtual machine allocation problem is handled by particle swarm optimization with fuzzy multi-objective 

method. The main goal of the proposed method is to efficiently obtain a near-optimal solution that minimizes 

power consumption, total processing resource wastage and the peak temperature among the servers. The 

proposed method has been compared with well-known algorithms for virtual machine allocation problem existed 

in the literature. The comparison results prove that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the 

compared methods on the basis of power consumption, processing resource wastage and temperature metrics. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is considered a natural evolution of grid computing in its approach for providing 

computing resources to remote users [1].  The providers of cloud computing have resources of multiple data 

centers at different geographical locations in order to optimally serve the requirements of costumers around the 

world [2]. These cloud resources appear to be infinite to the users who can rent computing power as they need 

[3]. The providers and users have conflicts goals. Providers want to gain more revenue, while users want to 

decrease expenses with meeting their requirements [4]. In this regard, the resources power in the cloud is 

becoming a harder challenge especially it control the operational costs [5]. Moreover, consuming more power 

also raises another serious issue that is a carbon dioxide [4]. The minimization of total power consumption with 

increasing the resource utilization leads to reducing the cost [6]. Virtualization is a one from the most important 

related technologies that make cloud computing possible [7].  Virtualization provides an efficient approach 

which hardware resources on one machine can be divided through partial or complete machines. It allows 

multiple applications to run on different virtual machines (VMs) by hiding the technical complexity from users 

[8]. The problem of virtual machine (VM) allocation has become a challenging problem and a favored research 

topic for improving power and thermal efficiency in cloud infrastructures [9]. Most of the research studies 

concentrate on only one specific objective of management, such as minimizing wastage of resources, 

minimizing power consumption or balancing thermal distribution. When considered these objectives all 

together, it may lead to an obvious conflicting. For one hand, allocating VMs on a small number of servers and 

turning off other servers is an effective way to reduce power consumption and energy costs. For another hand, 

accumulation workloads on a subset of server's resources can cause heat imbalances that create hot spots. Hot 

spots may degrade server performance and cooling costs so an effective strategy should consider tradeoffs 

among all these objectives [10].  The importance of needing efficient methods for VMs allocation in physical 

machines is addressed in several research works. Many meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed for VM 

placement problem [4] [11]. The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic inspired by the social 

foraging behavior of some birds and the schooling behavior of fish. PSO  solves successfully many optimization 

problems likes graph coloring problem, vehicle routing problem, traveling salesman problem and scheduling 

problem [11] [12]. The basic idea that can be concluded from PSO is to simulate the behavior of birds when 

trying to search for the food sources. During a tour, a group of particles adjusts their values closer to the value of 
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member who is very close to the target at any given moment [13] [14]. In this paper, the problem of VM 

allocation is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem aiming to minimize power consumption, total 

processing resource wastage and the peak temperature among the servers. PSO algorithm is proposed and 

designed to deal effectively with the formulated VMs allocation problem. The performance of the proposed PSO 

with fuzzy multi-objective is compared to first-fit decreasing (FFD) [15], best-fit decreasing (BFD) [16], Max-

Min Ant System (MMAS) [17], The Multi-objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm (MGGA) [10] and Virtual 

machine placement based on ant colony system (VMPACS) [4]. The experimental results state that the proposed 

method compete efficiently the compared algorithms to the VM allocation problem. The rest of this paper is 

organized as follows. The background and the related work are presented in section 2. Section 3 formulates the 

VM allocation problem. The details about proposed PSO with fuzzy multi-objective are presented in section 4. 

The implementations of the proposed PSO algorithm and simulation results are covered in section 5.  Finally, 

section 6 concludes this paper. 

2. Background and Related Work 

2.1.  Green Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing allows consuming large amounts of power by using pool of resources and offering a 

single system view for cloud consumer [18]. It is defined as a large pool of usable virtualized resources such as 

software, hardware and development platforms. This pool of resources is dynamically managed for best 

resource utilization based on service level agreements established through negotiation between the service 

provider and consumers [19]. It is the responsibility of the provider to manage his resources in an efficient way 

to make the needed resources available on demand to the consumers. The growing direction to using cloud, 

increases the energy consumption that has become a critical challenge for society and industry. Increasing 

energy consumption also increases carbon emission. High energy cost decreases cloud providers’ profit and high 

carbon emission is very bad for the environment. Hence, energy efficient solutions are demanded. This scenario 

is simulated in Fig. 1. [20].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Cloud computing energy issues 

Taking the power as an objective during VMs allocation improves performance and utilization that will 
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1. Reducing energy consumption avoids high costs by allocating the VMs across the servers of a cloud 

in a way that helps in decreasing the amount of the consumed power.  

2. As the consumed power is decreased, the carbon emission will be decreased that helps in achieving 

green computing [20]. 

2.2.  Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Metaheuristic 

Metaheuristics have a popularity in solving complex problems.  Metaheuristic can be defined as an 

iterative function which combines different concept intelligently to obtain near-optimal solutions efficiently. It 

has the ability to explore a search space efficiently and effectively by using two contradictory criteria: exploration 

and exploitation. This class of algorithms includes ant colony system, PSO, genetic algorithms, simulated 

annealing and tabu search [21]. PSO was introduced in 1995 [14]. The particles of PSO fly over an environment 

by biasing their direction toward good areas. The goal of the PSO algorithm is exchanging information to share 

experiences of searching.  The PSO algorithm gives to all particles initially random positions and assigns small 

random velocities for each one [22]. The PSO algorithm is working as a simulation, changing the position of each 

particle using its velocity that is computed by best position and best global position. Over iterations, the particles 

reach together around good solution [23]. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo code of the standard PSO algorithm [13]. 

Initialize all particles randomly  

Repeat 

    Evaluate f (xi)  

    For each particles i 

          Update velocities by Eq. (1) 

          Move to the new position by Eq. (2) 

         If f (xi) < f (pBesti) Then pBesti = xi  

         If f (xi) < f (gBest) Then gBest = xi 

    EndFor 

Until reaching stopping criteria 

Output: gBest solution. 

Fig. 2: Pseudo code of standard PSO. 

A particle has its own position and velocity, which means the flying direction of the particle. At each 

iteration, a particle moves from one position to another in the decision space. Each particle will evaluate its 

position in the search space according to the objective function f. The velocity value of a particle is calculated 

according to how far an individual is from the target. The velocity value is computed by Eq. (1). 

))(())(()()1( 2211 tXgBestCUtXpBestCUtVtV iiiii   (1) 

Where, Vi(t+1) represents the new velocity of a particle and Vi(t) represents its current velocity. U1 and 

U2 are two random variables in the range [0, 1]. The constants C1and C2 represent the learning factors. The 

parameter C1 is the self-learning factor and the parameter C2 is the social learning factor. The x-vector records the 

current position of the particle in the search space. Each particle keeps track of its achieved best fitness value 

called personal best (pBesti). Another best value that is tracked by the PSO is the best value obtained by any 

particle in the neighborhood of that particle called global best (gBest) [13]. After updating the velocity of each 

particle, each particle will moves to the new position in the decision space by Eq. (2). 

)1()()1(  tVtXtX iii  (2) 

2.3. Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy Logic (FL) was initiated in 1965. FL uses intermediate values between conventional evaluations 

like tall/short, 1/0 etc. There are many alternatives can be found between the boundaries 0 and 1, namely [0~1] 

interval [24]. The number one means that the element is belongs to the set S and the number zero means that the 

element is not belongs to the set S. Other values refer to a gradual membership belongs to the set S. Fig. 3 shows 

an example of the membership functions that represent three fuzzy sets for the variable "height". 
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Fig 3. Membership functions of three fuzzy sets for the variable "height" 

The membership function is a representation of the affection of participation of each input. It assign a 

weight with each input, determines the overlap between inputs, and generates the output response. The fuzzy rule-

based system is the most important applications of FL. These systems use “IF-THEN” rules whose antecedents 

blocks and consequents blocks use FL statements to extract the knowledge. The rules takes the inputs as a 

membership values that are weight factors to aggregate their influence on the final conclusion of fuzzy output. 

The fuzzy outputs from all rules are finally accumulated to one fuzzy set to get a crisp decision from this fuzzy 

output. FL is considered as a well tool for complex and controlling industrial processes, as well as it is a 

preferable method for expert knowledge and handling conflicting goals [25]. 

2.4. Related work 

Because of the fundamental significance of VM allocation optimization, extensive study has been made 

in that field and many algorithms exist in the literature. The benefit of packing VMs efficiently in server 

consolidation is handled in [26].  A simple process for VM allocation has been introduced in [27]. This simple 

method begins by choosing a target host with compatible requests. After that, the first VM will be placed on the 

first server. The second VM will be on the same server only if it can satisfy the requirements. If the current 

server cannot satisfy the requirements, a new server is appended and the VM will be mapped to it. These steps 

will be continued until all the VMs have been placed. The best-fit decreasing (BFD) and the first-fit decreasing 

(FFD) algorithms were used to pack list of VMs into a minimal number of hosts and deal with the VM 

allocation problem as a bin packing problem [15] [16]. Traditional analytical approaches based on linear and 

quadratic programming are proposed in [28] to minimize the number of used hosts. The linear programming 

formulations of host consolidation problems were covered in [29]. This approach restricts the number of VMs in 

a single physical host ensuring that some VMs are assigned to different physical hosts and the total number of 

migrations will be limited. A genetic algorithm was proposed to adaptively self-reconfigure the VMs in cloud 

data centers that hold heterogeneous servers [30].  The Multi-objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm (MGGA) 

was proposed in [10] for combining possibly conflicting objectives when searching the solution space. Max-Min 

Ant System (MMAS) metaheuristic based single-objective to minimize the required number of physical hosts 

was proposed in [17].  VMPACS algorithm for the VMs allocation is proposed in [4].The VMPACS algorithm 

aims to collect a set of non-dominated solutions by using ant colony system that simultaneously decreases 

power consumption and resource wastage. The performance of the VMPACS algorithm outperformed a single-

objective ACO algorithm and a multi-objective grouping genetic algorithm (MGGA) as in [4]. The virtual 

machine placement based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) for minimizing resource Wastage is proposed in 

[31]. In MGGA approach, the problem of VM allocation is formulated as a multi-objective optimization 

problem that enhances simultaneously total memory resource wastage and total processing resource wastage. 

After that ACO algorithm is proposed for solving the formulated problem. In this paper, VMs allocation based 

on PSO with Fuzzy Multi-Objective (PSOFM) is designed and proposed to optimize the total power 

consumption, processing resource wastage and the peak temperature of the servers. 

3. Problem Formulation 

3.1. The Processing Wastage Model 

The resources wastage of processing from used server may be differed greatly with different VMs 

allocation solutions. To fully utilize the available resources, the Eq. (3) is used to calculate the potential wasted 

CPU processing. The processing resource wastage measures the total CPU resource wastage with respect to total 
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CPU resources usage. The effective target from the VMs allocation is that Wpj must be minimized as much as it 

can. 

pj

pjpj

pj
U

UT
W




 (3) 

Where, Wpj denotes the processing resource wastage.  Tpj is the threshold of CPU processing utilization 

associated with serverj. Upj is the total used CPU processing. The main idea of using the above threshold for the 

processing utilization is that 100% utilization leads to server performance degradation. Another reason the VM 

live migration needs some amount of processing [4]. 

3.2. Power Consumption Model 

The consumed power of the server can be estimated by a linear relationship between its CPU utilization 

and its power consumption. Moreover, this linear relationship is also posted by and their idle power does not be 

considered as part of the total energy consumption. The power consumption of the serverj is defined as a function 

of the CPU processing utilization as in Eq. (4).studying conducted on a Dell server in [10]. In order to save 

energy, idle servers are turned off. 
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Where, 
busy

jP is the power value when serverj is fully utilized and
idle

jP is the power when serverj is idle.  

3.3. Thermal model 

Thermal performance is an important factor in cloud resources management. The generated hotspots 

from fully server utilization may lead to disruptive downtime. Eq. (5) is used to handle the temperature of a server 

as in [31]. 

amjj T + R×P =T         (5) 

Where, Pj denotes the power consumption of serverj, R denotes the thermal resistance, and Tam is the 

ambient temperature. The goal of thermal management is keeping the temperature of used servers within a safe 

operating range. 

3.4. Formulation of VMs Allocation Problem 

Suppose that n VMs need to be allocated on m servers. The variables i and j are used to index the VM 

and the server respectively considering that none of the VMs needs more resource than can be supplie by a single 

server. Dpi is the processing demand of each VM while Dmi is the memory demand of each VM. Two binary 

variables xij and yj are used such that the binary variable xij indicates if VMi is assigned to serverj or not and the 

binary variable yj indicates whether serverj is in use or not. The proposed algorithm objective is to power 

consumption. The VM allocation optimization problem can be formalized as follows. 
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The first objective function is to minimize the total processing resource wastage from all the servers, 

the second objective function is to minimize the power consumption by all the servers and the third objective 

function is to minimize the peak temperature among the servers. Allocating a VM to only one server is treated 

by constraint (9). Constraint (10) model the processing capacity constraint of the server while the memory 

capacity of the server is handled by constraint (11). Constraint (12) specifies the variables domain of the 

problem. There are a total of mn possible VM allocation solutions if we have n VMs and m physical servers. For 

example, the number of possible solutions to place 25 VMs on 10 physical servers just computes 1025 

=10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 possible solution. Even if 1 quadrillion solutions can be compared per 

second by an efficient mainframe computer, examining all 1025 possible solutions would demand more than 

three hundred years. Therefore, it is not logic to make a complete listing and enumeration of all possible 

solutions to find the optimal solutions. 

4. The Proposed PSO with Fuzzy Multi-Objective (PSOFM) 

This section shows the details of how to apply the proposed algorithm based on PSO to efficiently 

search for an acceptable solution in large solution spaces. The pseudo code of the proposed PSO with the fuzzy 

multi-objective procedure is shown in Fig. 4. 

Input: VMs set and servers with utilization thresholds set 

Output: The acceptable solution (near-optimal) for VMs allocation 

1. Initialize parameters: 

Set value for Number_of_particles, tmax, V_Max.  

Start t from 1. 

Assign gBest=null. 

Generate for each particle solution randomly  

2.  For each particle 

    { 

       Calculate solution fitness value using FL by Eq. (13) 

       If the fitness value is more efficient than gBest 

                Update gBest  

      End If 

     } 

3.  For each particle 

     { 

      Compute particle Velocity 

      Use velocity to upgrade particle location 

      Calculate solution fitness value using FL by Eq. (13) 

       If the fitness value is more efficient than pBest 

                Update pBest  

       End If 

      If pBest is more efficient than gBest 

                Update gBest  

      End If 

     } 

4. Increment t by one. 

5. If (t <tmax) 

         Goto step 3 

    Else 

       Print out the gBest 

   End If 

6. Return 

Fig 4. Pseudo code of the proposed PSO with fuzzy multi-objective (PSOFM) 
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PSOFM proceeds with some particles, each maintaining one potential solution to the entire VMs allocation 

problem. The position of a particle is being placed in a search space randomly. The PSO algorithm tracks the 

overall best solution found by any particle in the PSO and the fitness value of the solution here is evaluated using 

the proposed fuzzy multi-objective optimization.   

4.1. Fuzzy Logic Based Multi-Objective Optimization 

The VMs placement problem considers three conflicting objectives (processing resource wastage, power 

consumption and temperature). A fuzzy set is defined for each objective. The membership functions of these 

three fuzzy set are decreasing function which means the smaller value is a higher degree of satisfaction. The 

following fuzzy rule is used to represent the evaluation of the solutions. 

If solution s1 has Lower Processing Resource Wastage (LPRW), Lower Power Consumption (LPC) and 

Lower Temperature (LT) than solution s2 then s1 is a better solution than s2. 

The solution with the highest membership in the fuzzy sets LPRW, LPC and LT is the most efficient 

solution. The Eq. (13) that evaluates the above fuzzy rule, uses the weighted-averaging fuzzy operator as in [32].  

))()()(()1())()()(min()( solsolsolavgsolsolsolsol TPWTPW       (13) 

Where, µ(sol) is the membership value for solution sol. µW(sol) represents the membership degree of 

solution sol in the fuzzy set defined by LPRW.  µP(sol) represents the membership degree of solution sol in the 

fuzzy set defined by LPC.  µT(sol)represents the membership degree of solution sol in the fuzzy set defined by 

LT. Finally, β is set to 0.5. The membership functions for LPRW, LPC and LT are linear decreasing function. The 

lower bound and the upper bound of the membership functions are as follows. The maximum number of servers 

needed to serve all the VMs is mmax = min(m,n) and the minimum number of servers needed to serve all the VMs 

mmin=max( (CPU requirements of all VMs/server CPU capacity ), (memory requirements of all VMs/server 

memory capacity ) ). The lower bound of power consumption 
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 as in [10]. The lower bound of CPU temperature is 

Tlow=
idle

jP R+Tam and the upper bound of CPU temperature is Tup=
busy

jP R+Tam 

4.2. Generation Random Solutions for Particles 

In the initialization phase of the proposed PSOFM algorithm, the total number of used 

particles is assigned and the other parameters are initialized. The V_Max variable determines 

the allowed maximum velocity. The gBest variable is set to null and t will be 1 to refer that the 

PSO starts with the first iteration (t used to index the iteration).  The tmax variable refers to the 

maximum number of allowed iterations allowed. The PSO algorithm includes two parts, 

randomly generating a solution for each particle and regenerating a new solution from an 

existing solution. The initial solution for a particle is generated as follows. Sort the list of 

physical servers randomly. After that, the list of VMs is allocated on the randomly sorted 

physical servers using the best-fit algorithm. By using this approach, different initial solutions 

for particles are produced. 

4.3. Iteration Part of the Proposed PSOFM  

The PSO iterative phase simulates the real behavior of particles. During an iteration, the pBest value of 

each particle is upgraded when this particle found fitness value of the reached solution is more efficient than its 

pBest. The value of gBest will be altered only when any particle's pBest value is more suitable than it. The gBest 

variable gradually moves closer to the optimal solution during reaching the stopping criteria. The velocity value 

of each particle is computed by Eq. (1) using the proposed fuzzy multi-objective optimization.  After evaluating 

velocity for a particle, the velocity is compared with V_Max. If it is over than the determined value, it will be 

reset to equal V_Max. Once the velocity of the particle has been calculated, the new position is reached by 

swapping VMs within current particle with VMs of its nearest particle. 
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5. Implementation and Experimental Results 

A lot of researchers depend on the CloudSim platform for simulating cloud environment because it can 

imitate host, service brokers, data centers, scheduling and allocation policies of cloud platform [33]. In the 

experiments that are implemented here using CloudSim platform, problem instances are randomly generated. 

The instances were a demanding set of CPU processing and memory capacity for different numbers of VMs. 

The total number of servers was set to equal the number of VMs in order to handle the worst VM allocation 

scenario, in which only one VM is assigned per a server. After PSOFM with fuzzy multi-objective was finished, 

the VM placement is applied by the reached gBest solution.  The VM allocation algorithms to be compared in 

the experiments include: first-fit decreasing (FFD) [15], best-fit decreasing (BFD) [16], Max-Min Ant System 

(MMAS) [17], Multi-objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm (MGGA) [10], Virtual machine placement based 

on ant colony system (VMPACS) [4] and the proposed (PSOFM). 

 First-fit-decreasing (FFD) places VMs in a decreasing order of size after that the next VM is allocated 

to the first available server.  FFD-CPU is the FFD solution sorted by VM CPU processing requirements and FFD-

MEM represents the FFD solution sorted by memory requirements.  Best-fit-decreasing (BFD) likes FFD but it 

places a VM in the fullest server that still has enough capacity. BFD-MEM and BFD-CPU are the BFD solutions 

sorted by memory requests and CPU processing requests respectively. Pseudo codes for the compared algorithms 

were coded by using java language under CloudSim platform that ran on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU with 

2.20 GHz 2.20 GHz and 2 GB RAM. 

The parameter settings of MGGA algorithm are as follows. The population size is 12. The initial 

population was generated randomly. The crossover rate in MGGA is 0.7 and the mutation rate equals 0.05. The 

maximum number of generations for each search process is 10 as in [10].  In the case of VMPACS algorithm, NA 

(number of ants) = 10, tmax (number of iterations) = 100, α = 0.45, ρl = ρg = 0.35, and q0 = 0.8   as in [4].  

The total CPU resources wastage and the total memory resource wastage are shown in Fig. 5 - Fig. 8. It 

is shown from these figures that the proposed PSOFM algorithm can find the solutions with high resource 

utilization compared to FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM, MMAS, MGGA and VMPACS 

algorithms and produces the lowest resource wastage in cases of a different number of VMs allocation. The 

proposed PSOFM algorithm outperforms other algorithms because it is able to search the solution space more 

efficiently based on models for minimizing total CPU processing resources wastage, the total power consumption 

and peak temperature. The MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM algorithms take into account the resources 

wastage when searching for the near-optimal placement. This is the reason that those algorithms outperform the 

FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU and BFD-MEM algorithms. 

 
Fig 5. Total CPU processing resources wastage for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM and PSOFM 
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Fig 6. Total CPU processing resources wastage for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

 
Fig 7. Total memory processing resources wastage for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM and 

PSOFM 

 
Fig 8. Total memory processing resources wastage for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

The proposed PSOFM algorithm outperforms other algorithms because PSOFM deals with the CPU 

resources wastage as a separated objective function. It has its own measure that should be optimized.  The 

PSOFM algorithm tracks the overall best solution found by any of the particles in the PSO and the fitness value of 

the solution is evaluated using the proposed fuzzy multi-objective optimization. So, the PSOFM algorithm can 

find the solutions with a smaller number of used servers and high resource utilization compared to other 

algorithms 

Fig. 9 and Fig 10 compare the total power consumption for each algorithm. The values of 

idle

j

busy

j PandP have been fixed to 215 and 162 Watt according to the measurements performed on a Dell server 
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[4] [10]. The proposed PSOFM produces relatively low values for power consumption because it takes the 

objective function of power consumption into consideration besides other objective functions and achieves a good 

balance among different goals. It tries to find solutions that optimize power consumption, temperature 

performance and resources utilization. FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU and BFD-MEM algorithms yield the 

highest power consumption, CPU resource wastage and memory resource wastage because they tend to use a 

larger number of servers compared with reminder algorithms. 

 

Fig 9. Total power consumption for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM and PSOFM 

 
Fig 10. Total power consumption for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 compares the peak temperature among the servers for each 

algorithm. Thermal performance that is one of the critical issues in data-center management, 

can be computed using Eq. (14). 
d

lowhigh

lowj

TT

TT
TEff


















1)(   (14) 

Where Eff(t) is temperature efficiency, Tj is the temperature of serverj, Tlow and Thigh 

represent the temperature of idle server and overloaded server respectively and d represents 

the degree [10]. Temperature efficiency value decreases rapidly when the CPU temperature 

goes over the safe range. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 compare the temperature efficiency of each 

algorithm using Tj equal the peak temperature among the servers. Tlow and Thigh are assumed to 

be 15oc and 55oc respectively as in [10] and d assumed to be 1. 
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Fig 11. Peak temperature among the servers for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM and PSOFM 

 
Fig 12. Peak temperature among the servers for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

 
Fig 13. Temperature efficiency (Eff(t)) for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, BFD-MEM and PSOFM 
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Fig 14. Temperature efficiency (Eff(t)) for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

The key observations concerning Fig. 11 - Fig. 14 are as follows. The temperature efficiency and peak 

temperature do not depend on the total power consumption for all used servers but they depend only on the 

highest power consuming server. The temperature efficiency of the proposed PSOFM algorithm is high and they 

have low value for peak temperature because it tends to consolidate VMs into an acceptable number of servers, 

resulting in efficient resource utilization and low CPU temperature. The VMs placement by the proposed PSOFM 

algorithm considers three conflicting objectives (processing resource wastage, power consumption and 

temperature). A fuzzy set is defined for each objective. The PSOFM algorithm searches and keeps track the 

solution with the highest membership in the fuzzy sets. 

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 draw the time required to generate a solution with different problem sizes. The 

proposed PSOFM algorithm takes less than one minute to obtain a solution for allocating 500 VMs. It is clear that 

the execution time is approximately linear with respect to the values of VMs. Therefore, it can be said that the 

proposed PSOFM algorithm is suitable for large numbers data centers. 

. 
Fig 15. Overhead(running time relative to number of VM requests) for FFD-CPU, FFD-MEM, BFD-CPU, 

BFD-MEM and PSOFM 
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. 
Fig 16. Overhead(running time relative to number of VM requests) for MMAS, MGGA, VMPACS and PSOFM 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This research paper experimentally demonstrates that the proposed particle swarm optimization with a 

fuzzy multi-objective algorithm for the virtual machine allocation problem is more convenient than first-fit 

decreasing, best-fit decreasing, max-min ant system, multi-objective grouping genetic and virtual machine 

placement based on ant colony system algorithms. The virtual machines allocation problem is formulated in this 

paper as a multi-objective optimization problem that works simultaneously toward total processing resource 

wastage, power consumption and peak temperature enhancement. The proposed particle swarm optimization 

with the fuzzy multi-objective algorithm is developed to effectively handle the potential large solution space. It 

follows the overall best solution found by any of the particles using the proposed fuzzy multi-objective rule. The 

proposed particle swarm optimization with the fuzzy multi-objective approach was studied with respect to its 

performance by simulation based experiments. The results demonstrate that proposed algorithm is the 

corroborative and outperforms well-known algorithms for virtual machines allocation problem. In future work, 

the carbon emission will be handled. 
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